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Abstract—Data-driven intelligence can play a pivotal role in 
enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of police service provision. 
Despite of police organizations being a rich source of qualitative data 
(present in less formally structured formats, such as the text logs), little 
work has been done in automating steps to allow this data to feed into 
intelligence-led policing tasks, such as demand analysis/prediction. 
This paper examines the use of police incident logs to better estimate 
the demand of officers across all incidents, with particular respect to 
the cases where mental-ill health played a primary part. Persons 
suffering from mental-ill health are significantly more likely to come 
into contact with the police, but statistics relating to how much actual 
police time is spent dealing with this type of incident are highly variable 
and often subjective. We present a novel deep learning based text 
mining approach, which allows accurate extraction of mental-ill health 
related incidents from police incident logs. The data gained from these 
automated analyses can enable both strategic and operational planning 
within police forces, allowing policy makers to develop long term 
strategies to tackle this issue, and to better plan for daytoday demand 
on services. The proposed model has demonstrated the cross-validated 
classification accuracy of 89.5% on the real dataset. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Automatic data-driven intelligence can play a pivotal role in 
enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of policing [8]. 
Police organizations are a rich source of data which varies from 
crime reports and offender/victim records to more narrative 
based qualitative data such the records of communication 
relating to each incident (defined as any call for police service). 
These records can be in structured format (e.g. spatial/temporal 
information, crime type) as well as in unstructured format (e.g. 
communication logs between officers on the scene and radio 
operators/call handlers) [1]. Here we examine incident text logs, 
which represent a periodic timeline of interactions between 
officers, nominals (e.g. victim, perpetrator, witness, informant) 
and partner agencies reported back through radio operators and 
recorded as the incident unfolds. These records are entirely 
comprised of ‘second hand information’, in that person(s) 
recording the data are not those on the scene. They are unique 
with respect to most text mining datasets in that they are 
recorded in sequential timestamped blocks, but are not edited 
after the fact, therefore any information recorded at the start of 
the log may wholly contradict that recorded at the end. Incident 
logs are also of varying temporal length, in that one incident 
may occur over the case of just minutes, whereas others may 
run the course of days before they are closed. In addition to 
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these issues, the nature of police work means that incident logs 
are also compiled by ‘experts’ that are working to exceptionally 
strict timescales, therefore the presence of abbreviations, 
organizational acronyms, and non-standard terminology are 
more commonplace than in standard datasets. These logs are 
compiled and held, in a similar way, across most regional and 
international police forces. However, these datasets may have 
nuances resulting from historical, procedural, organizational, 
and technical differences between jurisdictions. For example, 
call handlers can assign ‘closing codes’ which not only describe 
the nature of the incident (e.g. firearms present, domestic abuse) 
but also they are needed to trigger events in which specialist 
officers will investigate the scene regardless of whether a formal 
crime has been logged. These codes are therefore not flawless, 
and it cannot be certain that flagging an incident as being 
mental-ill health (MH) or non mental-ill health (NMH) related 
is far from guaranteed. Therefore the actual time spent by the 
police officers dealing with MH related incidents are often 
variable and highly subjective [6]. Since persons suffering from 
mental disorders are statistically more likely to be in contact 
with the police officers, both as perpetrators or victims of crime 
[5], the development of automated text mining approaches to 
data extraction has the potential to improve operational 
efficiency and effectiveness. 
In this paper, we present an automated text mining approach, 
based on deep learning, that can identify incidents related to 
MH. Firstly, we have developed a training set of manually 
classified incidents (classified as either MH or NMH) by both 
expert (police) and non-expert (civilian) users and finalize the 
classification on mutual consensus between operators. 
Secondly, we have demonstrated how to best represent each 
word according to its context, and investigate the best method 
for word embeddings which represent each word and text log in 
a contextual vector alongside all other words present in each 
log. Thirdly, we describe the development the convolutional 
neural network to classify the text logs according as either 
containing MH component or not, using the pre-defined word 
embeddings as its input data. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the 
previous work relevant to classifying this type of text. Section 
III defines the methodology used to design, develop, train, and 
test the system for MH classification of police incident logs. 
 Section IV presents a summary of how the system performed in 
its classification tasks on our data-set. 
Section V presents our conclusions, and discusses the best 
practice for this kind of classification tasks, demonstrated 
empirically throughout the course of this work. 
II. RELEVANT WORKS 
Most of text mining methodologies for identifying MH 
conditions from text have been developed for social media 
(twitter, facebook etc.), clinical texts or online forums [7]. 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] has been one of the most 
common techniques for topic analysis, e.g. person’s feeling and 
intention through online posts [25], depression detection from 
Twitter activity [26] and social anxiety from therapeutic emails 
[13]. He et al. [12] used a keywordbased approach to determine 
if the authors’ of self-narratives written by trauma survivors 
were suffering from post traumatic stress disorders (PTSD). 
Park et al. [22] examined topic similarity to identify anxiety, 
depression and PTSD from Reddit posts while correlating 
different sub-topics within these mental disorders to determine 
co-occurrence of common symptoms. Larsen et al. [18] took a 
different approach and used Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) to examine correlations between the temporal 
fluctuations of emotion across twitter and MH related 
keywords. The majority of these topic modelling applications 
have been applied on short texts from social media, but we do 
not believe they are directly applicable to police text logs which 
possess significantly longer word counts and where a single log 
can contain mixed information on multiple topics. 
Despite of text mining being identified as having a potential 
towards crime and incident data analysis [8], there are relatively 
few text mining techniques developed for analysing descriptive 
police data. Traditionally, historical police reports have been 
analysed to identify hidden crime patterns [2]. Recently, a 
keyword annotation based tool has been used to extract MH 
related cases from online reports of domestic abuse incidents. 
For this, a behavioural disorders dictionary was required which 
was compiled for the study by psychiatrists and clinicians [16]. 
However, dealing with the negation of MH concept was 
questionable. In other work, supervised text classification of 
MH was been performed on clinical texts [14]. In both cases, 
the dictionary of the terms present in the clinical text was built 
by a team of medical professionals or heath-care professionals. 
A recent study suggests there exists a significance disagreement 
between psychiatrists and police officers in assessing whether 
an incident was MH related or not. The majority of the drug-
related, or anti-social behaviour incidents are not necessarily 
MH related, but are more likely to be classified as such by 
psychiatrists than police officers [23]. 
Due to discrepancies in topic modelling and keyword 
extraction based techniques, and the complexities of building a 
police, or possibly police force, specific MH dictionary, we 
instead opt for the more automated approach of word 
embeddings [20]. Word embeddings represent word as a A-
dimensional vector which quantifies its semantic context within 
the documents. In the case of our data, word embeddings 
represent police terminology, abbreviations, codes, and 
acronyms as a group of multi-dimensional vectors within the 
context of their surrounding text, negating the need for 
explicitly classified lists of keywords. We use the word 
embeddings defined from our training set as input to a 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), that will be trained to 
perform the final classification of each log as either MH or 
NMH based on the criteria it learned during the supervised 
training phase. The advantage of CNN for this task is their 
inherent tendency towards multi-scale analysis, which is 
important for long sections of text that may contain sparsely 
distributed information from mixed sources. This form of 
wholly automated, multi-scale approach is, to the best of our 
knowledge, entirely novel, and in contrast to the previous 
techniques which focus on dictionary based analysis, word 
occurrence and frequencies [3], [11]. 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of the Methodology 
The workflow for developing this automatic classifier is 
shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, the training set was generated from by 
manual classification of text logs as either MH or NMH, and all 
logs were subject to standard text preprocessing techniques. 
Secondly, all possible word embeddings were compiled from 
the training set, to represent words and phrases in a more 
contextual manner. Thirdly, the training set is used to teach a 
mutli-kernel Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based 
classifier to identify MH related text logs based on word 
embeddings. The details are as follows: 
A. Training Set Generation and Text Preprocessing 
The police text logs were reviewed by multiple persons, and 
classified as either MH or NMH. The agreement between 
reviewers assessed using Cohen’s κ coefficient, a measure of 
inter-rater agreement for categorical data [9]. The κ coefficient 
can be given as: 
  (1) 
where po is observed proportionate agreement, i.e. the 
proportion of data items for which the reviewers’ agreed, 
whereas pe represents the agreement that may have been 
expected if classifications were random. After the incident logs 
are classified, they are cleaned and standardized by means of 
 text normalization, in this case was in the form of lemmatization 
followed by text tokenization [17]. 
B. Text Log Word Embeddings 
We have seen that an incident log can be represented as a 
sequence of words, that could each be assigned a unique 
numerical value. These numerical values represent each 
possible word within the corpus, but each word relies not only 
on its dictionary meaning, but also on the context of its usage. 
To retain the context in which each word occurrence was used, 
we apply the theory of “word embedding”. Each word is 
vectorised into its root, and the associated words found around 
that occurrence in the text. In our case, we define Text Log Word 
Embeddings as A-dimensional vectors which represent the 
semantic relationship among the words as well as the text logs 
in which they are present; representing the word in both local as 
well as global context of the text log. The text log word 
embedding is a column of weight matrix D along with the 
definition of word vector of V unique words i.e. x = 
{x1,x2,...,xk,...,xV } [19]. The values of text log word vectors are 
determined by log-linear neural network architecture in which 
weights of the neural network are iteratively updated according 
to posterior distribution of the words in the corpus based on 
backpropagation method. Two most common word 
architectures are Distributed Bagof-Words (DBoW) and 
Distributed Memory (DM) [20] (See Fig. 2). In our case, we 
developed the word embeddings based on DM, whose learning 
objective is to find word vector representations that are useful 
for predicting the middle word under a context [20]. The 
weights matrix W of the neural network has dimension V x N, 
where N is the hidden layer size. For a given one-hot word 
vector xk, the hidden units h will be represented as: 
h  
(2) 
. 
where Dk is text log vector from matrix D, C=total number of 
words present in the context. For the output layer, we have W
 dimension. The score of the word wj at the output 
layer can be given as: 
 h (3) 
where v  is the j-th column of matrix W. Finally, the output 
layer yj can be represented as posterior distribution of word wj 
given context words C: 
  (4) 
In this model, the weights are updated according to 
minimizing the loss function: 
  (5) 
where wO is output word. On the contrary, the DBoW model 
has the mirror image of the DM model in which word vectors 
are generated while maximizing the probability of the context 
words given the current text log vector. 
Input Layer Output Layer 
Output Layer Input Layer 
 (a) (b) 
Fig. 2: Pictorial Comparison of (a) Distributed Memory 
(DM) and (b) Distributed Bag of Words (DBoW) models 
The DM based text log word embeddings have been 
compared with DBoW as well as two most common word 
embedding models i.e. Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBoW) and 
Skip-gram models [20]. Both CBoW as well as Skipgram have 
proved accurate word representations at sentence level 
classification however, their accuracy at document level 
classification is questionable [10]. Moreover, they have also 
been compared with the Global Vectors (GloVe) model which 
has been developed based on learning co-occurrences of words 
in the general text [24]. The word embeddings generated by 
GloVe have proven highly accurate in terms of sentiment 
analysis and topic analysis in social media (Twitter, Facebook 
etc.) [15]. 
C. Multi-Kernel Convolutional Neural Networks 
We have developed a multi-kernel Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN) architecture for classification between MH and 
NMH incidents. This model takes text log word embeddings as 
input for performing text classification according to the word 
and its context of multiple word lengths while convolving the 
word sequence with the moving filter. From the output of the 
word embeddings, we can represent the text logs as 
concatenation of word vectors in sequence. 
 y(1:N) = y1 ⊕ y2 ⊕ ..... ⊕ yN (6) 
where ⊕ is the concatenation operator. The CNN after 
convolving with the moving filter generate the feature vector a. 
For the word vector yi, we can generate the feature vector ai 
while convolving word vectors and its context with the moving 
filter of size zk. We have: 
  (7) 
where the convolution function can be represented as: 
  
Therefore, eq. 7 after substitution of eq. 8 becomes: 
  (9) 
K represent the kernel of moving filter which is initialized with 
Normal filter, zk is the kernel size which represent the 
number of words present in the context and bp is bias value of 
the filter p. The full feature matrix Ap is equal to ( , can 
have feature map output of dimensionap2(zk), 
ap3(zk),.....,apN−zk+1(zk) ). If we have(N −p Mfilters, we+ 1) x p; 
where M is number of kernels. In the next layer of the CNN 
architecture, we can have maximum response of each filter at 
the maximum pooling layer as follows: 
 op(zk) = f(max(Ap) + bp) (10) 
In case of multiple filters and multiple kernels, we can 
concatenate the response as follows: 
O = o1(z1) ⊕ o2(z1) ⊕ ..... ⊕ o1(z2) ⊕ ..... ⊕ op(zk) (11) 
The block diagram representation of the mutli-kernel multifilter 
CNN can be represented in Fig.3. 
 
Fig. 3: Multi-kernel Convolutional Neural Networks 
Architecture 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
A. Training Set Generation 
The development of the training set involved three reviewers 
manually classifying logs into MH and NMH categories. Two 
of the reviewers were from our research team and one from the 
local police organization. A total of 391 police text logs 
(average length of 300 and maximum length of 2800 words) 
have been reviewed. The κ coefficient varies between 0.63 to 
0.72 among the reviewers, which demonstrates moderate 
agreement (see Table I). As a result of the inter-rater agreement, 
we opted to train based on quorum voting i.e. two of the three 
reviewers were in agreement. This resulted in 158 MH and 233 
NMH examples in the final training set (see Table II). The 
training set consists of both affirmative and negatory contexts 
of MH keywords. Affirmative concepts include MH conditions, 
MH related medications and the suggestions that persons may 
be at risk suicide or self-harm. 
TABLE I: Cohen’s κ Coefficient among Incident Text Log 
Reviewers 
 
Reviewer 1 (researcher) vs Reviewer 2 (researcher) 0.69 
Reviewer 2 (researcher) vs Reviewer 3 (police) 0.72 
Reviewer 1 (researcher) vs Reviewer 3 (police) 0.63 
 
TABLE II: Text logs labelled as MH and NMH under 
different categories 
Type NMH MH Total 
Police Flagged 7 91 98 
Police Not Flagged 226 67 293 
Grand Total 233 158 391 
The correlations between occurrences and classifications of 
such words can be seen in Fig. 4. 
If we compare the results of the manual classifications to 
those made immediately after the incident by police, we see 
there is a great difference in classification results. The original 
“closing codes” suggested that just 93 of the incident logs in our 
training set had had some form of MH closing code applied, 
whereas the manual classification after the fact highlighted 153 
incidents which had a major MH component. This could be due 
to many factors, such as the amount of time that reviewers had 
to make their decisions, the access to the full incident log in a 
more readable format, or the lack of requirement to apply 
“actionable” closing codes (codes that trigger further events 
when attached to incidents). This said, the increase of nearly 
61% seen between in the post-facto classification would point 
to the fact that estimations of the number of police incidents that 
have a major MH component may be massively under-
estimated. 
Correlations of Affirmative and Negated Concepts of Mental-Ill Health with the 
Training Set 
         
  
 
   
  
Cohen’s κ Coef- 
ficient 
 Distress or No Distress 
No Request 
Not Ongoing Issue 
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No Self-Harm or Suicide 
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Fig. 4: Correlation Coefficients [21] of Affirmative and 
Negated MH Concepts with the Training Set 
B. Accuracy Evaluation on Different Word Embedding Models 
For the comparative analysis, we have performed 5-fold cross 
validation in which we have divided the training set into 
 
Fig. 5: Comparison of Receiver Operating Characteristics 
(ROC) for Word Embeddings 
5 subsets and each subset has been tested while training the 
other four subsets. Empirically, we have trained DBoW and DM 
models while number of words present in the context equals 
C=30 and generating the 100 dimensional paragraph vectors. 
We have treated each text log as one paragraph while assigning 
them paragraph ID. In this way 391 paragraph vectors have been 
generated. The classification power of text log based word 
embeddings has been compared (under same parameters of 
DBoW and DM models) with skip-gram, CBoW [20] and 
GloVe [24] representing the word at the local context only. 
Therefore, in order to generate the text logs vectors from these 
model, we have taken the mean of all the word vectors present 
in subsequent text logs. These word embeddings have been 
compared on standard one-layer neural network classifier with 
number of input and hidden neurons equal to the number of 
examples present in the training set across each cross validation. 
The classification power of these word embeddings have been 
presented by Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) in Fig. 
5. The results show that document based word embeddings 
(DBoW and DM) have higher classification power compared to 
their other counterparts. 
C. Accuracy of Word Embedding Models Across Different 
Kernel Size 
We have then determined the classification power across 
different word embeddings on one-kernel based Convolutional 
Neural Networks with p=100 filters. These accuracies have also 
been varied while increasing the kernel size which means 
increasing number of words in the context. For example, if the 
kernel size zk=2, this means the CNN architecture is based on 
bi-gram k. The results in Fig. 6 provides couple of conclusions: 
firstly, the generalized Global Vectors (GloVe) may not be 
applicable for training police text logs due to their different 
language structure and style. Secondly, CBoW and skip-gram 
models might be accurate TABLE III: Comparison of Word 
Embedding accuracies across different multi-kernel CNN 
architectures 
Word Embeddings zk=(7,8,9) zk=(1-8) zk=(2,3,4) 
DM 89.5% 84.4% 82.3% 
DBoW 85.9% 86.9% 84.9% 
CBoW 74.2% 51.4% 73.1% 
Skip-gram 83.3% 83.6% 81.8% 
GloVe 81.5% 80.03% 81.3% 
 
for sentence level classification however, their accuracy on 
document based classification and especially on police text logs 
is questionable. Thirdly, among document based word 
embeddings, the Distributed Memory (DM) architecture have 
better classification performance for the higher kernel size 
whereas the DBoW has better classification accuracy in lower 
kernel size. As far as highest classification accuracy is 
concerned, the DM word embeddings managed to have 87.5% 
on kernel size zk=8. 
 
Fig. 6: Comparison of Word Embedding accuracy across 
different kernel (n-gram) size 
D. Multi-kernel CNN Model Evaluation 
Due to variable classification performance of DBoW and DM 
across variable kernel sizes, we have developed the multiple 
kernel based CNN model. Here we have developed and 
 compared three architectures. The first architecture was 
composed of three kernel sizes where DM has performed better 
zk=(7,8,9). The second architecture was composed of kernel 
sizes where DBoW has performed better zk=(2,3,4). The third 
architecture was composed of all 10 kernel sizes zk=(1-10). The 
cross-validation classification accuracies have been presented 
in the Table.III. The results show that the Distributed Memory 
based multi-kernel architecture with zk=(7,8,9) managed to have 
highest classification accuracy compared to its other counter 
parts. This shows that document word embeddings based on 
distributed memory and higher number of words in context can 
achieve higher classification power in police text logs. 
V. CONCLUSION 
We have presented an automatic text mining approach to the 
classification of mental-ill health related incidents from police 
text logs. The process by which our training set was developed 
has been shown, and we have demonstrated (by means of κ) that 
the classification task is nontrivial, with human operators only 
being able to agree to a moderate extent. The results of the 
comparison of postfacto manual classification had increased the 
number of MH related incident logs by nearly 61%, evidence 
that the current estimates of MH related demand on the police 
may be greatly underestimated in the literature. 
We have demonstrated that the most commonly used word 
embedding method (GloVe) is not the best classifier of mental-
ill health incidents from incident logs, but that applying a 
distributed memory model greatly increases classification 
accuracy. It has also been demonstrated that processing incident 
logs using both global and local contextual word embedding 
technique (DM, DBoW) allows for classification with a 
significantly higher accuracy than processing in just local 
contextual manner (skip-gram and CBoW). Finally, we have 
demonstrated that our multiple-kernel based classifier can 
achieve higher classification accuracy than those which use a 
single kernel. This final finding is, we believe, a marker of the 
fact that the incident logs contain data from various sources and 
relating to a range of subjects. This would lead is to conclude 
that the multi-scale nature of multiple-kernel based CNN are 
beneficial to the extraction of data from similar such sources. 
The final classification has shown that the multiple kernel based 
CNN architecture achieves a classification accuracy of 89.5% 
compared to human operators. Future studies include sequential 
pattern learning based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). 
The development of the automatic text mining approaches for 
the police reports has the potential to reduce time police need to 
analyse an incident, as well as standardising recording practices. 
This would allow for evidence-based policy making, 
intelligence-led policing and for more accurate dayto-day 
policing decisions such as demand forecasting and budgeting. 
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